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Abstract 
Image-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies conducted at rest have shown that 
atherosclerotic plaque in the thoracic aorta (TA) correlates with adverse wall shear stress (WSS), but 
there is a paucity of such data under elevated flow conditions. We developed a pedaling exercise 
protocol to obtain phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) blood flow measurements in 
the TA and brachiocephalic arteries during three-tiered supine pedaling at 130, 150, and 170 % of 
resting heart rate (HR), and relate these measurements to non-invasive tissue oxygen 
saturation (StO2) acquired by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) while conducting the same protocol. 
Local quantification of WSS indices by CFD revealed low time-averaged WSS on the outer curvature of 
the ascending aorta and the inner curvature of the descending aorta (dAo) that progressively increased 
with exercise, but that remained low on the anterior surface of brachiocephalic arteries. High 
oscillatory WSS observed on the inner curvature of the aorta persisted during exercise as well. Results 
suggest locally continuous exposure to potentially deleterious indices of WSS despite benefits of 
exercise. Linear relationships between flow distributions and tissue oxygen extraction calculated 
from StO2 were found between the left common carotid versus cerebral tissue (𝑟𝑟2 = 0.96) and the 
dAo versus leg tissue (𝑟𝑟2 = 0.87). A resulting six-step procedure is presented to use NIRS data as a 
surrogate for exercise PC-MRI when setting boundary conditions for future CFD studies of the TA under 
simulated exercise conditions. Relationships and ensemble-averaged PC-MRI inflow waveforms are 
provided in an online repository for this purpose. 
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Abbreviations 
AAo Ascending aorta 
BF Blood flow 
BP Blood pressure 
BSA Body surface area 
CexO2 Oxygen extraction 
CaO2, CtO2, CvO2 Arterial, tissue and venous oxygen concentration/content, respectively 
CFD Computational fluid dynamics 
CHD Congenital heart disease 
CI Cardiac index 
CPET Cardiopulmonary exercise testing 
CO Cardiac output 
dAo Descending aorta 
FD Flow distribution 
HR Heart rate 
IA Innominate artery 
LCCA Left common carotid artery 
LSA Left subclavian artery 
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging 
NMF Normalized mean flow 
NIRS Near-infrared spectroscopy 
PC Phase contrast 
SaO2, StO2, SvO2 Arterial, tissue and venous oxygen saturation, respectively 
TA Thoracic aorta 
TAWSS Time-averaged wall shear stress 
WSS Wall shear stress 
1 Introduction 
Long-term cardiovascular morbidity is often present in patients with untreated congenital heart 
disease (CHD) and can persist even after repair, particularly for diseases of the thoracic aorta (TA) 
(Celermajer and Greaves 2002; Chatzis et al. 2008; Zanjani et al. 2008). The current paradigm for 
diagnosing the presence, severity, and success of a treatment for many congenital and acquired 
cardiovascular diseases often involves cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) while the patient 
rests within an MRI scanner. More recently, this imaging modality has also been coupled with 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling to quantify the potential for adverse hemodynamic 
forces including wall shear stress (WSS) (Kwon et al. 2014; Wendell et al. 2013). In one study of 
healthy young adults, areas of low time-averaged WSS (TAWSS) and elevated oscillatory shear index 
(OSI) were found in a rotating pattern progressing down the dAo (Frydrychowicz et al. 2009). A study 
of 10 middle-aged adults with preexisting plaques revealed similar WSS patterns that correlated with 
areas of atherosclerotic plaque (Wentzel et al. 2005). Indices of WSS continue to be linked to sites of 
atherosclerotic plaque formation in many arterial locations including the TA (LaDisa et al. 2011a, b; 
Samyn et al. 2015; Wentzel et al. 2005). 
Unfortunately, MRI data acquired under resting conditions is not optimally representative of 
hemodynamics during normal daily activities such as ambulation or transient bouts of moderate 
exercise. Increased cardiac output (CO) and sympathetic nervous activity during exercise induce 
changes in tissue oxygen saturation (StO2), peripheral vascular resistance, arterial blood flow (BF), 
and WSS. Reduced exercise capacity is a comorbidity seen in specific populations of CHD that may 
manifest as hemodynamic abnormalities, underscoring the importance of CFD modeling under more 
physiologic (i.e. non-resting) conditions. Traditional cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) is used 
to assess cardiorespiratory fitness and as an indicator of the severity and effectiveness of treatments 
for CHD, but it cannot provide detailed spatial and temporal quantification of hemodynamic forces 
associated with cardiovascular disease. Thus, it is desirable to find a method to predict the severity 
of associated changes in local hemodynamics under exercise conditions, particularly for CHD 
patients. 
 
Oxygen (O2) is a vasodilator in the systemic circulation, causing increased vessel diameter and 
decreased resistance (Boron and Boulpaep 2005; Hansen et al. 2000) with the net effect of increased 
BF in the setting of constant or increasing arterial-venous blood pressure (BP) gradient. Changes in 
tissue O2 levels may trigger peripheral vascular changes during exercise (Ganong 2005; Gonzalez-
Alonso et al. 2001). Correlations between BF, StO2, and vasodilation in vascular beds during exercise 
have been shown in various regions of the body under different types of exercise (Calbet et al. 2007; 
Gonzalez-Alonso et al. 2006, 2001). Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) monitors StO2 by using the 
differential absorption of near-infrared light to approximate the ratio of oxygenated to total 
hemoglobin in tissue. An initial purpose of NIRS was for determining cerebral StO2 after injury or 
during surgery (Baris et al. 1995; Chakravarti et al. 2008), but its use has been extended to somatic 
regional StO2 and perfusion assessment in a variety of clinical settings including the intensive care 
unit (Berens et al. 2006; Hoffman et al. 2004). A strong coupling between O2 delivery and 
consumption during the transition from rest to exercise has been revealed by NIRS saturation data 
(Grassi et al. 2003; MacPhee et al. 2005). NIRS has also been recently incorporated into traditional 
CPET protocols to analyze regional oxygenation trends in children with and without CHD (Loomba 
et al. 2014; Rao et al. 2009, 2012). These findings suggest it may be possible to correlate somatic 
NIRS measurements of StO2 during CPET with peripheral vascular changes during exercise for CFD-
based prediction of upstream TA hemodynamics. This use requires an investigation with image-based 
CFD models created under various exercise levels, which is the central aim of the current work. 
MRI during exercise has been pursued since the late 1990s. MRI has been used to quantify BF during 
supine cycle ergometry in the ascending aorta (AAo), pulmonary artery (Niezen et al. 1998; Weber 
et al. 2011), abdominal aorta (Pedersen et al. 1999; Steeden et al. 2010), and left ventricle (Sampath 
et al. 2011). Indices of WSS and CO were quantified in combination with CFD modeling in conjunction 
with a recumbent cycling protocol developed for imaging of the abdominal aorta (Cheng 
et al. 2003, 2004; Taylor et al. 2002). CFD was also used for patient-specific models of blood flow in 
the TA to quantify indices of WSS under simulated exercise conditions using changes in BF and 
resistance estimated from various literature sources (Kim et al. 2009b; LaDisa et al. 2011a). 
Unfortunately a standard protocol for imaging of the TA and its head and neck branches during 
exercise has not been established, resulting in a scarcity of data quantifying preferential BF 
redistribution and peripheral resistance during increasing exercise levels. 
Several recent investigations analyzed regulatory responses to cardiovascular events by complex 
modeling of arterial boundary conditions with a closed-loop circulation. These have been used to 
investigate autonomic responses to simulated abdominal aortic hemorrhage and cerebral aneurysm 
(Blanco et al. 2012), physiologic changes in the coronary and systemic arteries with light exercise 
(Kim et al. 2010), and baroreflex feedback during a tilt test (Lau and Figueroa 2015). While this 
approach adds complexity and likely a level of accuracy to the models themselves, these studies 
presented simulated results and involve single data sets. Moreover, these studies are typically based 
on, or rely on, ranges of physiologic values in applicable literature to assist in setting the parameters 
for these more complex boundary conditions, rather than utilize patient-specific data. 
The objective of this prospective pilot study was twofold: (1) develop a protocol for obtaining phase 
contrast (PC) MRI velocity measurements in the TA and head and neck arteries during three-tiered 
supine submaximal cycling exercise; and (2) relate non-invasive measurements of StO2 and oxygen 
extraction (CexO2) acquired during CPET using NIRS to peripheral vascular changes. These data will 
serve as the foundation for a procedure that could ultimately be used to set the inlet and outlet 
boundary conditions for subject-specific CFD modeling of the TA under non-resting conditions. The 
dissemination of this relationship for future use is also discussed. 
2 Methods 
Healthy young adult volunteers with no contraindications for MRI were recruited (𝑛𝑛 = 8; 6 males, 2 
females; mean age = 28, range = 24 − 35). Data sets from 2 male subjects were not analyzed due to 
anatomical variants of aortic arch branching pattern which made flow assessments in the 
brachiocephalic vasculature challenging. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review 
Boards of Marquette University and Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, and written consent was 
obtained from all subjects. 
 
2.1 Pedaling device 
The pedaling device and setup used were modified from a prototype described in detail previously 
(Mehta et al. 2009). In brief, the pedaling device was a direct-drive, flywheel-equipped apparatus 
fabricated from non-metallic materials. Mechanical load was created by securing a nylon strap 
around the flywheel. The strap was adjustable to six different tension settings, thus creating six 
different frictional loads. Optical signals from an MR-compatible optical encoder (model MR318, 
Micronor Inc., CA) corresponding to crank position were output via a fiber optic cable through a 
penetration panel to the controller unit (model MR 310, Micronor Inc., CA) located outside the 
scanner room. Position data were converted to electrical signals and sampled at 480 Hz using a 
laptop computer with a 12 bit analog to digital converter and data acquisition software (DI-158 and 
WINDAQ, respectively; DATAQ Instruments, Inc., Akron, OH). 
For comparison with similar studies, the cyclic work associated with each frictional load was 
determined offline using specialized removable pedals equipped with force transducers and optical 
position encoders. Dynamic pedal position and normal and shear forces on each pedal were acquired 
under a constant pedaling rate at each load. Tangential forces were computed from normal and 
shear forces as well as pedal and crank position. Torque was computed as the product of the 
tangential forces and crank arm length. Cyclic work was calculated by integrating torque with respect 
to crank angle (Kautz and Brown 1998). All calculations were performed with custom MATLAB scripts 
(The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). 
 
 
Fig. 1 Experimental protocol. Please see the manuscript text for complete details. Briefly, a 
familiarization session was used to acclimate the subject and set target heart rate (HR) values through 
a balance of pedaling speed and resistance settings. Resting supine HR was recorded, and HR targets 
were set at 130, 150, and 170 % of resting HR (HR130, HR150, HR170). Subjects were then instructed to 
pedal at levels of increasing tension to achieve each of their three HR targets, during which the tension 
setting was recorded for use in the full protocol and for calculation of workload. The full protocol was 
performed once for NIRS and again during MRI after a 30–60 min rest period for HR to return to 
baseline. During the full protocol, subjects were asked to pedal such that HR130HR130 was reached 
(±10 %), at which point blood pressure or PC-MRI sequences were performed. The PC-MRI imaging 
planes prescribed during rest were used at each HR target. Locations of these planes are shown in the 
CFD model on the lower right, together with a representative slice of the computational mesh from the 
descending aorta of one subject. This procedure was repeated for HR150 and HR170. HR was recorded 
at the first and last minute of each exercise level for data analysis, and cycle position was recorded to 
calculate workload. 𝐶𝐶 = consent; 𝐴𝐴 = anthropometric data (height and weight), 𝑅𝑅 = resistance; 
MS = MRI setup; 𝐿𝐿 = localizers; open square 3D Navigator; open triangle PC-MRI of the 
AAo; open circle PC-MRI of the head and neck arteries 
 
2.2 Experimental protocol 
The experimental protocol (Fig. 1) consisted of a familiarization session followed by a pedaling 
protocol performed twice, first with the subject under NIRS testing, then again with the subject in 
the MR scanner. Currently available NIRS patches are not MRI compatible to enable safe scanning 
with these in place; hence, NIRS data were acquired from the same pedaling exercise protocol 
performed outside of the scanner. 
2.2.1 Familiarization session 
After consent, subjects began with a familiarization session to set frictional load settings for 
generating target heart rates (HR) at each exercise level. Exercise target HRs for each subject were 
based on resting HR to best normalize results using the individual fitness levels of each subject, and 
to be achievable in the supine position (Denis and Perrey 2006; Poliner et al. 1980). Height and 
weight were recorded for calculation of body surface area (BSA) (Mosteller 1987). Resting supine HR 
was recorded once it had stabilized (±10 %) for ∼1 min. HR targets were set at 130, 150, and 170 % 
of resting HR (henceforth referred to as HR130, HR150, HR170). The frictional load was then set for 
each subject at a low to moderate level such that a comfortable pedaling rate would cause the heart 
rate to increase and stabilize at HR130. Subjects were then instructed to pedal at levels of increasing 
load to achieve HR150 and HR170. Frictional load settings were recorded for use in the subsequent 
MRI and NIRS cycling exercise protocol. 
 
2.2.2 Pedaling exercise protocol 
After familiarization and a rest period for HR recovery, subjects performed a custom supine pedaling 
protocol during which the subject’s workload and HR increased for three 5-min exercise levels. After 
3 min of resting baseline data collection, subjects were instructed to pedal such that HR130 was 
reached, at which point either NIRS or PC-MRI data collection commenced. Subjects were verbally 
coached to alter their pedaling rate to maintain their target HR (±10%) at load settings identified 
during the familiarization session. HR was recorded after one and 4 min of each level. Cycle position 
data were recorded as described previously. Power (work/s) was calculated at each exercise level as 
the product of cyclic work determined offline and angular velocity (cycles/s) obtained from position 
data. At the end of HR130, the subject paused, while the load was increased according to the 
familiarization session, and the process was repeated for levels HR150 and HR170. Motion of the torso 
was minimized for the duration of exercise. 
 
2.2.3 NIRS setup and techniques 
Subjects lay supine on an examination table with their head slightly elevated on a pillow. The 
subject’s legs were extended toward the pedaling device at an angle amenable to pedaling similar to 
that in a prior NIRS protocol (Rao et al. 2009). Subjects were instrumented with a 12-lead 
electrocardiogram, automated oscillometric BP cuffs on the right arm and leg, and a pulse oximeter 
for arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2) on the right index finger (GE-Marquette, Waukesha, WI). One 
NIRS lead with 4 cm source-detector spacing and shallow-field rejection (INVOS 5100C, Somanetics 
Corporation, Troy, MI) was placed on each of the following locations: the midline forehead 
(cerebral), the left deltoid muscle (shoulder), just below the 12th rib (kidney), and on the left vastus 
lateralis muscle (leg) to measure regional StO2. NIRS data were acquired every 6 s. A snorkel-style 
mouthpiece was placed in the subject’s mouth to monitor O2 consumption and carbon dioxide 
production immediately before starting the Pedaling Exercise Protocol. Right arm BP was acquired 
after one and 4 min of each exercise level, and right leg BP was acquired immediately after each 
exercise level, while the legs briefly suspended pedaling and the load settings of the pedaling device 
were adjusted for the next exercise level. 
 
2.2.4 MRI setup and techniques 
After a rest period for HR recovery, subjects were transferred to the Siemens 1.5 T MAGNETOM 
Symphony MRI scanner (Siemens USA, Malvern PA) with 6 channel anterior and posterior coils and 
initially positioned with the heart and TA at the magnet isocenter. The imaging protocol began with 
the subject at rest with 3 plane localizers allowing a respiratory navigated, 3D whole heart steady 
state free precession time-of-flight pulse sequence (“3D Navigator”) for aortic morphology and phase 
contrast magnetic resonance velocity encoded imaging cine (PC-MRI) for blood flow assessment 
across the AAo, innominate artery (IA), left common carotid artery (LCCA), and left subclavian artery 
(LSA). Subjects were then repositioned off-isocenter so they could comfortably perform supine 
pedaling with sufficient clearance of their knees relative to the scanner bore. After re-localization 
with HASTE sequence, resting PC-MRI was repeated for each location (AAo, IA, LCA, LSA) in order to 
obtain a correction factor for off-isocenter flow assessments as discussed below. Subjects initiated 
the Pedaling Exercise Protocol after off-isocenter resting flow assessment. PC-MRI sequences were 
performed within each 5-min exercise interval at the same imaging planes prescribed during rest off-
isocenter. 
2.2.5 Scan sequences 
Imaging was performed using standard cardiac pulse sequences. Morphology was acquired with 3D 
Navigator with the following parameters: 9.6 ms repetition time, 1.9 ms echo time, 90o flip angle, 
1.5 mm slice thickness, 24 × 32 cm2 field of view, 1 excitation (1 NEX), and 256 × 173 matrix size. 
PC-MRI was obtained at orthogonal scan planes in the AAo just above the aortic sinotubular junction 
and in the IA, LCCA, and LSA just above their origins from the aortic arch, as guided by the subject-
specific 3D Navigator anatomic data. PC-MRI scan sequence parameters were selected for optimal 
image quality during sustained continuous exercise at multiple intensities. For all arteries these 
included: 28 ms repetition time, 3.3 ms echo time, 30o flip angle, 6 mm slice thickness, 
and 24 × 32 cm2 field of view. Additional parameters for the AAo were: 3 NEX, 256 × 192 matrix 
size; and for the IA, LCCA, and LSA: 1 NEX, 256 × 125 matrix size. 
 
2.3 CFD simulations 
2.3.1 Computational model construction 
The 3D Navigator dataset from each subject was used to reconstruct geometrically representative 
computer models of the TA including the IA, LCCA, and LSA. 3D segmentation was favored over 2D 
segmentation for the non-contrast-enhanced imaging data obtained in this study and was performed 
using a semi-automated segmentation process within the open-source software ITK-SNAP 
(www.itksnap.org) (Yushkevich et al. 2006). The region of interest outlining the TA was preprocessed 
and seeded with a series of 3D “snakes” (closed surfaces). The segmentation algorithm allowed 
snakes to propagate toward the artery wall according to user-defined parameters describing the 
evolution of forces (balloon, curvature, advection) that acted based on the shape of the snake and 
the image properties. Segmentation in the aorta was used to seed the segmentation in the head and 
neck branches. Preprocess and segmentation parameters were chosen to balance consistency 
between subject data sets and quality data reconstruction and are provided in the Appendix. The 
output of the segmentation process is a 3D VTK surface mesh (.vtk) of the lumen. Artery centerlines 
were extracted from the 3D surface meshes using native Python scripts in VMTK (www.vmtk.org) 
(Antiga et al. 2008). Each 3D solid model of the TA and its branches was then queried using custom 
MATLAB scripts to create orthogonal segments defining the artery lumen. Artery segments and their 
centerlines were imported to Simvascular (simtk.org) and lofted to form the Parasolid model 
(Siemens, Plano, TX) characterizing the flow domain for the CFD mesh generation and modeling. The 
geometric model for each subject was the same for rest and each of the three exercise levels. 
2.3.2 Boundary conditions 
Time-resolved volumetric BF was calculated from subject-specific PC-MRI data in the AAo using 
Segment (http://segment.heiberg.se) (Heiberg et al. 2010). Resulting AAo BF waveforms were 
imposed as model inlet boundary conditions for resting and three exercising conditions using a time-
varying plug velocity profile (Faggiano et al. 2013; Moireau et al. 2012). The ratio of mean flows at 
isocenter versus off-isocenter during rest was used to calculate a correction factor for each PC-MRI 
location to compensate for errors due to gradient inhomogeneities and concomitant gradients 
(Markl et al. 2003; Peeters et al. 2005) that may increase significantly with distance from the magnet 
isocenter. 
The composite arterial behavior distal to the outlets of each model were modeled with a three-
element Windkessel representation incorporating BP and BF measurements using the coupled-
multidomain method and pulse pressure methods (Stergiopulos et al. 1994, 1999; Vignon-Clementel 
et al. 2006), described in detail elsewhere (LaDisa et al. 2011a). Briefly, proximal characteristic 
resistance 𝑅𝑅c, total arterial capacitance C, and distal resistance 𝑅𝑅d were optimized for each outlet 
such that the BP waveform from each simulation corresponded with each subject’s measured 
systolic, diastolic, and pulse BP under resting and three exercising conditions. Subject systolic and 
diastolic BP and resulting Windkessel parameters are presented in Table 1. An augmented-
Lagrangian formulation (Kim et al. 2009a) for constraining the shape of the velocity profiles at model 
outlets was used to mitigate instabilities often occurring during flow deceleration and diastole. 
Vessel walls were modeled as rigid no-slip boundaries because of insufficient data to characterize the 
wall during exercise, including both changes in geometry and in material properties such as thickness 
and stiffness. 
 
2.3.3 CFD simulations 
Anisotropic meshes with unstructured tetrahedral elements were created for each model using an 
automatic adaptive mesh generation program (MeshSim, Simmetrix, Clifton Park, NY) capable of 
local adaptation (Muller et al. 2005; Sahni et al. 2006). Simulations were performed using the 
commercial flow solver LesLib (Altair Engineering Inc., Troy MI), which uses a stabilized finite 
element method to solve the conservation of mass and momentum balance equations. The 
Newtonian fluid assumption was applied with blood at constant viscosity (4 cP) and 
density (1.06gm/cm3). Steady simulations under resting conditions using mean BF at rest for each 
subject were first performed on initial meshes with ∼500 k elements and maximum edge size 
of ∼1 mm. Successive meshes were adaptively refined after each resting pulsatile simulation in order 
to distribute more elements near the surface of the lumen and in regions prone to greater flow 
disruption, reaching an intermediate mesh of ∼3 M elements after four adaptations. Results using 
each 3 M element mesh and the highest exercising flow rate were used to adapt the mesh two more 
times to obtain a final mesh containing ∼8 M elements for each model, a size consistent with other 
current CFD models of the aorta (Dillon-Murphy et al. 2015). This final mesh was used for simulations 
at rest and all three exercising flow rates for each subject. Convergence criteria included a minimum 
of 6 nonlinear iterations per time step with residuals ≤10−3. Simulations were conducted for 3–5 
cardiac cycles until results were periodic with <1 mmHg difference in BP between equivalent time 
points in successive cycles. 
 
2.4 Quantification 
2.4.1 Blood flow 
Mean BF were calculated from PC-MRI waveforms for each subject, exercise level, and vessel, then 
divided by BSA to normalize against body size (normalized mean flow, NMF). Cardiac output (L/min) 
and cardiac index (CI, L/min/m2) were equivalent to mean BF and NMF through the AAo, 
respectively. Mean BF in the descending aorta (dAo) was calculated as the AAo flow minus mean BF 
in the head and neck arteries, recognizing that the dAo flow includes internal mammary and 
intercostal flows not explicitly modeled here. The percent change in flow from resting values was 
computed to normalize against each subject’s resting conditions and fitness level. The flow 
distribution (FD, % of cardiac output) and percent change in FD from rest were computed to quantify 
preferential redistribution of BF at each exercise level. Finally, total terminal resistance R at each 
outlet was calculated from mean BP and BF measurements as part of the determination of boundary 
conditions (see Sect. 2.3). 
 
Proximal characteristic resistance 𝑅𝑅c (dynes s/cm5)), total arterial capacitance 𝐶𝐶(cm5/dynes), and 
distal resistance 𝑅𝑅d (dynes s/cm5) were optimized for each outlet such that the blood pressure 
waveform from each simulation corresponded with each subject’s measured systolic and diastolic 
pressures (SP and DP, mmHg) under resting and three exercising conditions 
IA innominate artery; LCCA left common carotid artery; LSA left subclavian artery; dAo descending 
aorta 
Table 2 Measurements of heart rate (HR) (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.99), blood pressure (BP), cardiac output (𝑅𝑅2 =0.99), cardiac index (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.99), and calculated workload for the collection of subjects studied 
  Exercise level 
  Rest HR130HR130 HR150HR150 HR170HR170 
HR (bpm) 65 ± 2.5 86 ± 4.5* 97 ± 4.1* 111 ± 5.9* 
Systolic BP (mmHg) 107 ± 5.4 113 ± 4.8 124 ± 6.1 131 ± 5.6* 
Mean BP (mmHg) 78 ± 4.6 84 ± 4.5 90 ± 3.9 96 ± 5.0 
Diastolic BP (mmHg) 57 ± 4.6 65 ± 3.7 64 ± 3.0 64 ± 3.1 
  Exercise level 
  Rest HR130HR130 HR150HR150 HR170HR170 
Cardiac Output (L/min) 6.2 ± 0.7 8.1 ± 1.1 8.9 ± 0.9 10.1 ± 1.1* 
Cardiac Index (L/min/m2) 3.1 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.3* 5.2 ± 0.3* 
Workload (W) Unloaded 15 ± 4* 25 ± 3*†† 38 ± 4*†§†§ 
* Significantly different from Rest; † significantly different from HR130; § significantly different 
from HR150 (all 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05) 
 
2.4.2 Hemodynamic indices 
Time-averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS) and oscillatory shear index (OSI) were calculated (Les 
et al. 2010) and visualized using Paraview (Kitware, Inc., Clifton Park, NY) and MATLAB. Results were 
extracted at a nodal level both circumferentially and axially to obtain detail that may be more 
representative of the endothelium where changes in WSS manifest (Frydrychowicz et al. 2009; Malek 
et al. 1999). Locations for circumferential quantification included: 1 and 2 descending aorta outlet 
diameter (dAoD) lengths from the model inlet, 1 dAoD length after the LSA near the ligamentum 
arteriosum (LA1), 5 mm downstream (LA2), midway between the LSA and the outlet, 1dAoD length 
up from the outlet, and outlet edge (see Figs. 4 and 6). Circumferential WSS values were averaged in 
16 equal-sized sectors across all subjects for each exercise level (LaDisa et al. 2011b). Locations for 
axial extraction occurred at 90 degree increments along the inner and outer curvatures of the aorta 
as well as the left and right luminal surfaces. Axial WSS values were smoothed using a moving 
average with window size equal to 1 dAoD. Values were then divided by the dAoD to normalize by 
subject (i.e. axial dimensions expressed as L/D), and averaged across subjects for each exercise level. 
The location of the LSA was selected to be the zero location for L/D. 
2.4.3 Oxygen saturation and extraction 
NIRS time series were smoothed using a moving average with window size 5, corresponding to 30 s 
of data. Baseline resting StO2 was calculated as the mean of the 3 min of data prior to exercise. 
Mean StO2 for each exercise level was calculated as the average of the central 3 min of each 5-min 
interval. The INVOS NIRS oximeter assumes a three-to-one venous/arterial partitioning in cerebral 
and somatic tissues (Covidien 2009; Kurth and Uher 1997), thus venous saturation (SvO2) exiting 
each tissue bed was calculated as SvO2 = (StO2 − 0.25 ⋅ SaO2)/0.75. Partial pressure of oxygen 
(i.e., PO2) was determined from a standard O2 dissociation curve (Boron and Boulpaep 2005; 
Varjavand 2000). An average value for the concentration of hemoglobin Hb = 14.8 g/dL was used for 
all subjects and assumed to be constant over the course of the protocol (Voight et al. 2007). Oxygen 
content (cO2, ml/dl) of arterial and venous locations was calculated based on SO2, CtO2 =(1.34 × Hb × SO2 × 0.01) + (0.003 × PO2)  (Boron and Boulpaep 2005). Oxygen 
contents CaO2, CtO2, and CvO2, arterial-venous difference (CavO2 = CaO2 − CvO2), 
and O2 extraction (CexO2 = CavO2/CaO2) were calculated. Finally, % change in CexO2 from rest was 
calculated for correlation with flow indices at each exercise level. 
 
2.5 Statistical and regression analysis 
Statistical analysis across the pool of six subjects was conducted on the quantified indices detailed 
above. Values were expressed as mean ± standard error. Comparison of means between exercise 
levels including rest was conducted with one-way ANOVA using Tukey–Kramer post-hoc analysis, 
with 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05 considered statistically significant. 
Each branch vessel outlet was associated with a NIRS probe site based on downstream tissue 
vascular beds: the LCCA with cerebral tissue, the LSA with shoulder tissue, and the dAo with leg 
tissue. Regression was used to determine relationships between flow indices and CexO2 for each 
branch-tissue pair. These relationships are disseminated with ensemble-averaged AAo PC-MRI 
waveforms at rest and each exercise level via an online repository (www.datadryad.org). 
 
3 Results 
3.1 Aggregate measurements 
All subjects successfully achieved their three target HRs. Average resting HR for the six subjects was 
65 ± 2.5 bpm, with linear increases (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.99) to 86 ± 4.5, 97 ± 4.1, and 111 ± 5.9 bpm during 
successive increases in exercise intensity. CO and CI increased with respect to HR level (𝑅𝑅2 =0.99) from 6.2 ± 0.7 L/min to 8.1 ± 1.1, 8.9 ± 0.9, and 10.1 ± 1.1 L/min, and from 3.1 ± 0.3 to 4.2 ± 
0.4, 4.7 ± 0.3, and 5.2 ± 0.3 L/min/m2 respectively. SBP and MBP increased as expected with exercise 
level, and DBP leveled off after the first exercise level HR130. Average workloads were 15 ± 4, 25 ± 3, 
and 38 ± 4 W at successive exercise levels. Significant values are indicated in Table 2. 
 
3.2 Hemodynamics 
Inflow waveforms in the AAo quantified from PC-MRI for each subject at rest 
and HR130, HR150, HR170 are shown in Fig. 2. In general, the length of diastole and thus the length of 
the cardiac cycle decreased as HR increased, with reduced retrograde (backwards) diastolic flow and 
increased peak systolic flow. The 3D solid model reconstruction of each subject’s TA, IA, LCCA, and 
LSA are shown next to each set of waveforms. Branch vessels were terminated at locations of 
declining image quality. 
 
Fig. 2 Inflow waveforms in the ascending aorta as quantified from PC-MRI for each subject at rest and 
at 130, 150, and 170 % of resting heart rate (HR130, HR150, HR170). In general, the length of diastole 
and the cardiac cycle decreased as HR increased, with reduced retrograde flow and increased flow at 
peak systole. The waveforms for each patient are accompanied by the 3D solid model created from 
MRI data of the subject’s thoracic aorta and head and neck arteries. Ensemble-averaged versions of 
inflow waveforms at rest, HR130, HR150, and HR170 have been created from this data and disseminated 
through an online repository for use in related CFD studies (see text) 
 
Fig. 3 a Normalized mean flow (NMF), b flow distribution (FD), and c vascular resistance (R) expressed 
as percent of resting values at each of the three heart rate (HR) levels in the innominate (IA), left 
common carotid (LCCA), and left subclavian (LSA) arteries and descending aorta (dAo). * Significantly 
different from Rest, dAo; + significantly different from Rest, IA (all 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05) 
 
 
Fig. 4 Distributions of TAWSS for the healthy adult subjects in this investigation (labeled 1–6). Resting 
distribution is shown on the 3D model of each patient. For clarity, unwrapped TAWSS distributions are 
also provided for the complete thoracic aorta at rest and each of the three exercise levels 
 
 
Fig. 5 Cumulative percentage distributions of the total area exposed to values of TAWSS from 0–
125 dyn/cm2 at rest as well as 130, 150, and 170 % of resting heart rate (HR130, HR150, HR170) for CFD 
simulations of the healthy adult subjects in this investigation (labeled 1–6). Each location on a curve 
represents the percentage of the vessel’s total area exposed to TAWSS below that particular TAWSS 
value. Differences in the total area at TAWSS values from approximately 5–75 dyn/cm2 occur with 
exercise. The redistribution of TAWSS values within this range depended on the patient, but primarily 
occur in the TA as a result of increases in flow to the dAo during exercise 
 
 
Fig. 6 Distributions of OSI for the healthy adult subjects in this investigation (labeled 1–6). Resting 
distribution are shown on the 3D model of each patient. For clarity, unwrapped OSI distributions are 
also provided for the complete thoracic aorta at rest and each of the three exercise levels 
 
NMF and FD at each of the three HR levels expressed as percent of resting values are depicted in 
Fig. 3a, b. In the dAo, NMF increased linearly with respect to HR (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.99) by 46, 72, and 93 %, 
with significance at HR150 and HR170. The IA showed increases in NMF of 17, 18, and 39 %, with 
significance only at HR170. Increases in NMF in the LCCA and LSA were 21, 10, and 18 %, and 25, 15, 
and 39 %, respectively, but were not statistically significant. FD to the dAo increased by 7, 12, and 
11 % with respect to FD at rest, with significance at HR150 and HR170. Increases in FD to the dAo were 
accompanied by decreases to the head and neck arteries. FD decreased in the IA, LCCA, and LSA by 
12, 20, and 17 %; 11, 27, and 31 %; and 8, 25, and 20 %; but without significance in all cases. The 
percent of resting vascular resistance decreased in the dAo at each exercise level as seen in Fig. 3c. In 
the head and neck arteries, resistance decreases slightly at HR130, increases dramatically at HR150, 
then recovers to resting levels in the LSA and IA but remains elevated in the LCCA. 
Table 3 Mean flows in units of L/min for each subject as calculated from PC-MRI measurements 
Subject Mean flow (L/min) 
  Rest HR130 HR150 HR170 
1 8.1 13.4 12.5 14.5 
2 5.6 7.9 9.8 10.3 
3 5.4 6.6 7.5 8.7 
4 4.2 6.7 7.4 10.0 
5 5.2 5.6 6.4 6.4 
6 8.4 8.7 10.0 10.7 
 
3.3 CFD simulations 
Spatial distributions of TAWSS are shown in Fig. 4. In general, regions of higher TAWSS are seen in 
the narrower brachiocephalic arteries, through the aortic arch, and on the outer curvature of the 
dAo, while lower TAWSS is found on the outer curvature of the AAo and on the inner curvature of 
the dAo. The differences between exercise levels are also depicted from the 2D unwrapped panels 
shown in Fig. 4. Increases in mean flow (Table 3) were generally associated with increased TAWSS, 
but did not significantly change the 2D pattern of TAWSS. 
Figure 5 shows the cumulative percentage distribution of the total area exposed to values of TAWSS 
from 0–125 dyn/cm2 (bin size of 0.5 dyn/cm2) at rest as well as HR130, HR150, and HR170. Each 
location on the curve represents the percentage of the vessel’s total area exposed to TAWSS below 
that particular TAWSS value. These plots are a manifestation of the collective HR, CO, FD and TAWSS 
results presented above. Differences in the total area at TAWSS values from approximately 5–
75 dyn/cm2 occur with exercise. Comparison of the cumulative percentage distributions from the full 
model of each subject to the respective arteries within each model reveals that the redistribution of 
TAWSS values within this range depends on the subject, but primarily occurs in the TA as a result of 
increases in FD to the dAo with each exercise level. 
 
Patterns of OSI also remained similar between exercise levels (Fig. 6) for a given subject, but with 
more localized variability compared to TAWSS. Unwrapped OSI results generally showed a decrease 
in OSI with increases in mean BF with several exceptions. For example, subject 2 had the lowest OSI 
but the second-highest BF occurring at HR150. Similarly, OSI remained low for all three exercise levels 
for subject 5, whereas mean BF increased appreciably between rest, HR130, and HR150. In these 




Fig. 7 Circumferential TAWSS results for locations in the thoracic aorta (left column) were extracted 
and plotted at 1 and 2 descending aorta outlet diameter (dAoD) lengths up from the ascending aorta 
inlet, 1 dAoD length after the LSA in the region of the ligamentum arteriosum (LA1) midway between 
the LSA and the outlet, 1 dAoD upstream from the outlet, and the outlet edge. Circumferential results 
were averaged in 16 equal-sized sectors. Circumferential results were similarly obtained for each head 
and neck artery one diameter from their bifurcation off the aorta (middle column). Axial TAWSS results 
throughout the aorta (right column) were extracted and plotted along the outer and inner curvatures 
of the thoracic aorta, as well as the anatomic left and right surfaces. The plots shown are ensemble-
averaged from spatially equivalent locations of each patient at rest and three exercise levels. Results 
were smoothed using a moving average with window size equal to 1 dAoD for each subject’s aorta. 
Values were then divided by the dAoD to normalize by subject (i.e., expressed as L/D). The location of the 
LSA was selected to be the zero location for L/D. ‡ ‡HR150 significantly different from Rest; 
* HR170 significantly different from Rest (all 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05) 
 
 
Fig. 8 Circumferential results for locations in the thoracic aorta (left column) were extracted and 
plotted at 1 and 2 descending aorta outlet diameter (dAoD) lengths up from the ascending aorta inlet, 
1 dAoD length after the LSA in the region of the ligamentum arteriosum (LA1), midway between the 
LSA and the outlet, 1 dAoD upstream from the outlet, and the outlet edge. Circumferential results 
were averaged in 16 equal-sized sectors. Circumferential results were similarly obtained for each head 
and neck artery one diameter from their bifurcation off the aorta (middle column). Axial OSI results 
throughout the aorta (right column) were extracted and plotted along the outer and inner curvatures 
of the thoracic aorta, as well as the anatomic left and right surfaces. The plots shown are ensemble-
averaged from spatially equivalent locations of each patient at rest and three exercise levels. Results 
were smoothed using a moving average with window size equal to 1 dAoD for each subject’s aorta. 
Values were then divided by 1 dAoD to normalize by subject (i.e., expressed as L/D). The location of the 
LSA was selected to be the zero location for L/D. †  †HR130 significantly different from 
Rest; ‡  ‡HR150 significantly different from Rest; * HR170 significantly different from Rest (all 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05) 
 
3.4 Local quantification 
Figure 7 (right) shows local quantification of TAWSS in the TA for the inner, left, outer, and right 
curvatures of the aorta as well as the head and neck arteries (middle). As anticipated, the lowest 
TAWSS values generally occur under resting conditions and increase with exercise level. When 
viewing results axially (i.e., longitudinally), elevated TAWSS was observed on the outer curvature 
between 0 and 2 diameters proximal to the LSA, where flow abruptly entered the more narrow head 
and neck branches. The outer and right curvatures also show higher TAWSS distal to the branches vs 
proximal. Figure 7(left) also shows ensemble-averaged circumferential quantification of TAWSS in 
the aorta for each of 6 cross-sectional locations. Again the lowest TAWSS values occur under resting 
conditions then progressively increase with exercise. In some cases, moderate peaks in TAWSS at 
rest are more pronounced at all levels of exercise (e.g.; 2dAoD inner left and outer left regions, LA1 
and LA2 inner left and right regions). Ensemble-averaged circumferential results in the head and 
neck vessels (Fig. 7, middle) indicate no increase in TAWSS on the anterior surface at any exercise 
level for all branches, with TAWSS remaining at 10–20 dyn/cm2. TAWSS at HR130 and HR150 are 
similar on the posterior surface in the IA and LSA, but at rest and at HR170 are appreciably lower and 
higher, respectively. It should be noted that in subjects 4 and 5, the LCCA branches off in close 
proximity to the IA as in a bovine arch, which may influence results. 
 
Figure 8 shows ensemble-averaged local quantification of OSI in the aorta for the inner, left, outer, 
and right curvatures of the aorta. Axial OSI values in the aorta between exercise levels are similar but 
distinct from values at rest. The highest values for OSI are observed on the inner curvature (top right 
panel) and are nearly identical 0 and 2 diameters distal to the LSA even with the influence of 
exercise. This behavior is also evident from the circumferential results at LA1, with the high OSI at 
the inner curvature (farthest left and right data points) remaining above 0.15 and not decreasing 
much with exercise. Of particular interest is evidence of a helical pattern of OSI from local 
circumferential quantification. Comparing OSI at the ligamentum arteriosum (LA1) vs. distal locations 
(mid, dAo), the peak OSI of ∼0.25 shifts from the inner right to the inner left of the aorta at midway 
then to the inner curvature at dAo close to the outlet. With the exception of the posterior surface of 
the IA, likely from influence of the LCCA branching off the IA in two subjects, circumferential OSI 
results are not significantly different between exercise levels for all three arch branches. 
 
Fig. 9a Oxygen extraction expressed as percent of resting values at each of the three heart rate (HR). 
*Significantly different from Rest, leg; ++significantly different from Rest, brain (all 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05). b–
d Correlations between percent change in mean blood flow in the left common carotid (LCCA, b) the 
descending aorta (dAo, c) and the left subclavian (LSA, d) arteries versus percent change in CexO2 in 
the tissues (brain, leg, and shoulder, respectively) 
 
3.5 Oxygen extraction and NIRS-derived surrogates (NDS) 
Figure 9a shows the change in CexO2 from rest for all four regions. Brain and kidney CexO2 both 
decreased linearly with exercise level (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.99  and 0.98, respectively) and with significance vs. 
rest at HR150 and HR170. Leg CexO2 increased the most from rest to HR130HR130 then appeared to 
stabilize. Shoulder CexO2 was relatively constant for the first exercise level. Although 
shoulder CexO2 increased at higher levels, these changes did not reach significance. 
 
NIRS-derived surrogates were determined for eventual use in CFD modeling by relating the % change 
in FD at a given vessel outlet (y) to the % change in CexO2 in a corresponding tissue bed (x).. Linear 
regression determined the following relationships (Fig. 9b): 
LCCA and brain:𝑦𝑦 = 1.61𝑥𝑥 − 0.61,𝑅𝑅2 = 0.96
dAo and leg:𝑦𝑦 = 0.53𝑥𝑥 + 0.47,𝑅𝑅2 = 0.87  
No correlation was observed between the shoulder CexO2 and LSA flow (Fig. 9d) despite the LSA 
being the primary artery feeding the shoulder vasculature. These relationships are disseminated with 
ensemble-averaged AAo PC-MRI waveforms and Windkessel parameters at rest and each exercise 
level via an online repository (www.datadryad.org). 
4 Discussion 
Indices of WSS in the TA can be quantified at rest using MR imaging, and low WSS has been seen with 
sites of plaque formation. However, alterations in hemodynamics under more realistic conditions 
such as ambulation or aerobic exercise are more difficult to discern by imaging. A custom three-
tiered supine pedaling protocol was thus designed to quantify preferential blood flow re-distribution 
and alterations in hemodynamics in the AAo, IA, LCCA, LSA, and dAo using PC-MRI and CFD modeling 
and relate to regional tissue oxygenation acquired with NIRS during rest and exercise. Advantages of 
this approach include the use of subject-specific MRI data for 3D model and boundary condition 
generation with particular application to CFD, acquired at multiple levels of real-time exercise and 
for a group of subjects. The resulting data are then used here in boundary conditions that provide 
CFD results for the current work, rather than just presented for potential use in CFD modeling at a 
later time. Connecting PC-MRI data with regional tissue oxygenation acquired with near-infrared 
spectroscopy supports the eventual goal of using NIRS data as a surrogate for exercise MRI in 
subject-specific CFD modeling and in the clinic. This investigation marks the first known 
quantification of changes in CO and the preferential re-distribution of blood flow in the TA and head 
and neck arteries by PC-MRI during supine exercise of increasing intensity. 
4.1 Exercise hemodynamics 
Exercise activates the sympathetic nervous system, increasing HR and cardiac contractility while 
inducing global peripheral vasoconstriction (Boron and Boulpaep 2005). These actions increase 
cardiac output and direct blood flow and oxygen to exercising skeletal muscle while restricting blood 
flow to non-exercising regions such as the renal and gastrointestinal systems. Macdonald et al. 
(2015) recently presented results using an MR-compatible stepping device on a group of 12 healthy 
adult volunteers in which systolic peak flow increased by 15 % with exercise at 43W, similar to our 
findings of ∼10 %. Niezen et al. (1998) and Cheng et al. (2004) showed that the amount of retrograde 
diastolic flow and the time in diastole decreased with increased heart rate and mean flow, consistent 
with sympathetic activation during exercise (Westerhof et al. 2005). Niezen et al also reported a 57 % 
increase in cardiac output from rest to 50 W, and Weber et al found a 61 % increase from rest to 
180 % HR increase (Weber et al. 2011), both of which are consistent with the increase in cardiac 
output found in the current investigation. 
 
Results of the current investigation indicate that the metabolic needs of active leg muscles during 
cycling exercise were met with requisite increased BF and decreased resistance in the dAo that 
impact the total area of potentially adverse TAWSS. Flow to the LCCA during exercise also generally 
increased above resting values, consistent with previous observations during submaximal exercise 
(Thomas et al. 1989). Flow to the LSA and IA increased as well, in contrast to the decrease in brachial 
artery flow observed by Green et al during seated cycling (Green et al. 2002), but in line with brachial 
flow reported by Tanaka et al. (2006) and subclavian vein flow (Calbet et al. 2007). Flow distribution 
to the head and neck arteries toward non-exercising vascular beds generally decreased and 
resistance in these arteries increased as expected. Slight increases in flow distribution and decreases 
in resistance to the IA and LSA observed at the highest exercise level may be related to intermittent 
tensing of arm muscles during cycling increasing metabolic demand. Interestingly, resistance in the 
LCCA increased dramatically at HR150 and remained elevated. Enhanced blood flow to cerebral 
vascular beds in excess of oxygen demand (Querido and Sheel 2007) may be mitigated by 
vasoconstriction at higher exercise levels. 
 
4.2 Wall shear stress metrics 
PC-MRI has been used with CFD studies in recent years to quantify changes in arterial hemodynamics 
during rest and simulated exercise conditions, yet this is the first CFD analysis of the TA and head and 
neck arteries using measured subject-specific data during exercise. In prior studies, CFD models from 
adults undergoing simulated exercise at 150 % of resting HR showed significant localized increased 
WSS and decreased OSI in the abdominal aorta (Tang et al. 2006). Similar results have been seen in 
the TA with simulated exercise (LaDisa et al. 2011a). While TA hemodynamics have also been 
quantified using MRI and CFD for patients with aortic coarctation at rest (Frydrychowicz et al. 2008; 
Ladisa et al. 2010), the current results for measured changes using these combined tools during 
multiple levels of exercise are the first of their kind to be published. 
The detailed 3D and unwrapped 2D results displayed here at three different exercise levels uncover 
instances of TAWSS increasing with mean BF (Table 3; Fig. 4). CFD results also revealed favorable 
reductions in OSI corresponding to more unidirectional inflow with exercise at any level (Figs. 2, 7). 
This finding may suggest that the benefits of exercise include increased unidirectional flow, which 
minimizes OSI or variations in TAWSS. These favorable hemodynamic changes in the TA and its 
branches may occur at low exercise levels, as suggested by current research, and may not require 
more rigorous exercise to become manifest. As shown by others, helical flow has a positive 
physiologic role by facilitating blood flow transport and minimizing residence time for atherogenic 
substances like lipoprotein particles, monocytes and platelets (Liu et al. 2015). 
Results from axial and circumferential quantification averaged across the subject population confirm 
prior studies performed with control subjects compared against treated coarctation patients (LaDisa 
et al. 2011b) and with simulated exercise (LaDisa et al. 2011a), and uncover more detailed 
information of potential importance. Increasing levels of submaximal exercise generally correspond 
with appreciably increased TAWSS in the aorta except in particular locations such as the inner 
curvature of LA1, LA2 (approximately 1–2 L/D downstream) where it remained close to 20 dyn/cm2. 
The inner surface is also the site of the highest OSI that was relatively unchanged with exercise (e.g.; 
LA1/LA2 sites where it remained >0.15), indicating that these areas may be continually exposed to 
potentially deleterious indices of WSS that are not mitigated by the submaximal exercise levels 
tested in our study. These behaviors may result from flow separation on the inner surface at the DA 
where helical flow changes orientation (Kilner et al. 1993; LaDisa et al. 2011a). In the branches, 
TAWSS is low and OSI is high on the anterior side at rest and all levels of exercise, indicating that this 
region may also remain at risk of neointimal thickening despite the overall positive effects of 
submaximal exercise. Thus the current study allows for quantification of indices of WSS at multiple 
exercise levels at a local level that is difficult to obtain via imaging alone. This approach indicates 
which portions of the TA may be at continued risk despite the known cardiovascular benefits of 
exercise. 
 
4.3 Oxygen extraction and NDS 
The current results are comparable to those of Calbet et al. (2007) during upright cycling. Their 
results indicated CexO2 in the legs almost doubled from rest to 40 W, with a 25 % increase from 0 W 
(unloaded pedaling) to 40 W alone. Extraction in the arms rose slightly from rest to 0 W and 
increased minimally to 40 W effort. However, CexO2 for head and trunk together increase as well. 
Rao et al. (2009) found renal tissue saturation to decrease (equivalent to CexO2 decrease) and 
cerebral saturation to remain steady in the early phase of a treadmill test to exhaustion. These 
differences may be related to their upright body positioning compared to the supine position used 
here. Pedaling while supine puts all tissues at the same level as the heart and therefore may enhance 
blood flow to cerebral and renal vascular beds in excess of oxygen demand, thus increasing tissue 
oxygen saturation and decreasing CexO2 (Ide et al. 1999). While our results show a linear decrease 
in CexO2 with exercise in the non-exercising renal and cerebral tissues, leg CexO2 increased the most 
from rest to HR130 then appear to stabilize. This could be due to a lag between oxygen delivery and 
utilization followed by adaption to exercise, or possibly extraction being more similar between 
exercise levels. In contrast, shoulder CexO2 is relatively constant up to HR130 then rises at higher 
levels, possibly due to global sympathetic response of increased cardiac output with minimal 
utilization in the arm or more tensing of arm muscle with increased exercise. When combined with 
our TAWSS results reviewed above, the CexO2 results further indicate that the effects of submaximal 
exercise at the levels tested in this study may be similar enough between levels to preclude the need 
for all three levels in future experiments, but suggest that an exercise level closer to exhaustion may 
 
The other objective of this study was to determine relationships between CexO2 and BF indices that 
may be used in a predictive manner in future studies. The clearest of these is the linear relationship 
seen between the change in LCCA flow distribution and cerebral CexO2. Since the common carotid 
arteries feed only the cerebral vasculature, a non-exercising tissue bed, this trend is not surprising. 
The change in dAo flow distribution was linearly related to leg CexO2 but the relationship would 
likely be stronger if BF to other major vascular beds could be accounted for. A linear decrease in 
renal blood flow with heart rate was quantified by Sidhu et al. (2011) and observed with PC-MRI by 
Taylor et al. (2002) at heart rates similar to those in this study. Those results could be used to predict 
blood flow to the kidneys, allowing for direct comparison to the kidney CexO2 calculations and 
improving the estimate of dAo blood flow and its relationship to leg tissue StO2. In contrast, the 
relationship between changes in LSA flow and CexO2 was surprisingly weak. This could be due to 
intermittent tensing of the shoulder and forearms which would restrict flow and increase oxygen 
demand. The competing effects of vasoconstriction instigated by the sympathetic nervous system 




The current findings should be interpreted within the constraints of several potential limitations. 
Choosing exercise levels based on HR normalizes for subject fitness level, but is more difficult to keep 
constant compared to prescribed workloads. One alternative would be to create subject-specific 
workloads prior to experimentation, which would require more sophisticated methods of 
ascertaining subject fitness. Nonetheless, HR levels remained steady enough for flow acquisition. It 
has also been suggested that because the upright posture for exercise is more indicative of natural 
motion, it is of greater merit for assessing exercise-induced hemodynamics (Cheng et al. 2004). 
Hemodynamic parameters differ between upright and supine positions due to the effects of gravity 
(Braden and Carroll 1999; Hsia et al. 2000), but supine exercise stress testing has also been shown to 
be viable for achieving high levels of cardiovascular performance necessary for analysis at lower 
workloads and heart rates (Dagianti et al. 1998). 
Our subjects for this pilot study were volunteers which precluded the use of gadolinium contrast in 
MR imaging; thus, for the anatomy scan we were limited to using the 3D Navigator sequence which 
lasts up to 15 min and therefore was not compatible with continuous pedaling for multiple exercise 
levels. Due to this limitation in the imaging protocol and insufficient data about vessel material 
properties, the geometric model for each subject was the same for rest and each of the three 
exercise levels and rigid walls were assumed for all models. The assumed rigidity likely overestimates 
WSS values at rest. As the level of exercise increases, distention at higher loading causes the aorta to 
stiffen but also change its geometry in ways not captured by the models. 
The computed outlet boundary conditions use the pulse pressure method which is rooted in the 
relationship between pressure, flow and resistance. In this method the mean flow measured for each 
outlet via PC-MRI is matched with simulated mean flow within some acceptable range of error (e.g.; 
typically 5 %). Since the CFD simulation must satisfy conservation of mass, flow distributions among 
the model outlets were set by subtracting the mean flow in each of the upstream branches from the 
inlet flow and assuming the remainder of flow proceeds through the dAo. However, the computed 
mean values from the PC-MRI data may not seem to satisfy conservation of mass when calculated 
since a number of vessels present in vivo that receive flow are not adequately resolved by the 
imaging data, and the computational version of the TA does not include several branches such as the 
intercostal arteries that are known to take 7–12 % of flow in this region. 
The cumulative percentage distributions shown in Fig. 5 indicate that some subjects (e.g. subject 1) 
experienced consistent shifts toward higher values of TAWSS in the head and neck arteries with 
exercise that are likely favorable, while other subjects had redistribution of values that might be 
concerning. Changes in TAWSS for the head and neck arteries during exercise are modest relative to 
those in the dAo and likely depend largely on the extent to which these arteries could be modeled 
before the degradation of imaging data, which also varied among subjects in this study. 
This investigation was designed in part to show the feasibility of TA BF acquisition during exercise in 
a study of healthy young adults. Despite the small sample size (𝑛𝑛 = 6), this research provides 
feasibility data for a novel exercise MRI protocol in conjunction with CFD modeling. The current 
window of time required for MRI data acquisition limited the number of exercise levels that could be 
attained before subject exhaustion to three. The resulting small number of time points (in this case, 
4) is not enough to consider possible nonlinear relationships between CexO2 and FD, though we 
concede that these may exist and could be further revealed if data at more exercise levels were 
available. Nonetheless, these data may be used to design a powered prospective study to gather 
normative data for a new larger cohort of healthy subjects and later extend to subjects with disease. 
Currently, the experimental protocol has been applied to persons of adult size, whose torso length 
allows PC-MRI of vasculature not too far from the magnet isocenter. The current exercise protocol 
may need modification for individuals of shorter stature (i.e. children). 
 
4.5 Future work 
The following steps comprise a preliminary procedure for using NIRS CexO2 data as surrogates for 
exercise MRI-derived BF data to create subject-specific boundary conditions for CFD modeling based 
on the results presented here. Consistent with our stated objectives, ensemble-averaged waveforms 
for rest and each exercise level are also provided in an online repository (www.datadryad.org). This 
procedure could also be modified pending results from future studies that may better estimate 
shoulder, renal, and dAo BF or CexO2 as surmised above. 
1. Perform cardiac MRI to acquire morphology and resting BF in the AAo, IA, LCA, and LSA. 
 
2. Use ensemble-averaged PC-MRI waveforms to create inflow waveform contours for each 
exercise level by scaling to subject-specific exercise CO predicted as 130, 150, and 170 % of 
resting CO as discerned from the linear relationship with change in HR. 
 
3. Perform (non MRI) supine pedaling protocol with NIRS to obtain BP and regional 
tissue StO2 and calculate CexO2. 
 
4. Predict FD and mean BF for LCCA and dAo using the linear relationships with cerebral and 
leg CexO2 found with regression. 
 
5. Estimate LSA BF from its diameter and AAo flow (Zamir et al. 1992). 
 
6. Estimate three-element Windkessel parameters using the pulse pressure method 
(Stergiopulos et al. 1994, 1999) with the mean BF determined in steps 4 and 5 as well as 
measured BP values. 
  
5 Conclusions 
Understanding hemodynamics during exercise may be of particular interest in patients with 
congenital and acquired heart disease. For instance, for those post-repair of aortic coarctation, as 
long-term morbidity is only partially explained by residual arch stenosis and is thought instead to 
result from vascular abnormalities that manifest differently in pre- and post-coarctation vascular 
beds (Celermajer and Greaves 2002; LaDisa et al. 2011a). Exercise testing for these patients is 
currently used to assess indices such as arm-leg BP gradients (Trojnarska et al. 2007) under stress 
conditions. An exercise MRI protocol, such as that developed here, could supplement currently 
available cardiac MRI functional data by providing regional flow quantification during exercise that 
may lead to increased understanding of hemodynamic vascular changes seen in patients with 
cardiovascular disease. The addition of exercise flow data to CFD modeling will help depict local 
changes in indices of WSS experienced during exercise, which is more reflective of real-life situations 
for patients (LaDisa et al. 2011a; Wentzel et al. 2005). These local TAWSS and OSI indices have the 
potential to contribute to pathology and addressing them may alter disease progression (Liu 
et al. 2015). 
In conclusion, the current results indicate that O2 extraction values calculated from NIRS 
measurements during exercise have the potential to be used to estimate BF (reflective of PC-MRI-
derived flow measurements) in the TA and the brachiocephalic arteries. Use of real-time exercise 
NIRS data to estimate flow will expand the utility of CFD modeling to aid in patient diagnosis, 
management, and treatment. We are optimistic that the current results will have a future role in 
investigating exercise-induced cardiovascular alterations in a variety of diseases of the TA and may 
become standard of care in the future. 
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Appendix 
See Table 4 
Table 4 
Preprocess and 3D segmentation parameters used in ITK-Snap to reconstruct geometrically 
representative computer models of the thoracic aorta and its head and neck branches 
Subject Preprocess 
method 












2.0 0.1 2.0 1.5 0.3 5.0 30 
2 Image 
edges 
1.5 0.18 3.0 1.5 0.3 5.0 30 
3 Image 
edges 




836–2508 1.0 0.5 N/A 30 
5 Intensity 
regions 
770–2502 1.0 0.5 N/A 20 
6, Top Intensity 
regions 

















Balloon Curvature Advection 
1 Image 
edges 
2.0 0.1 2.0 1.5 2.0 5.0 25 
2 Image 
edges 
1.0 0.2 2.0 1.0 0.2 2.0 25 
3 Image 
edges 
2.0 0.1 2.0 1.0 0.2 5.0 30 
4 Image 
edges 
1.0 0.1 2.0 1.0 0.5 2.0 15 
5 Image 
edges 
0.5 0.2 2.0 1.0 0.5 2.0 15 
6 Image 
edges 
1.0 0.1 2.0 1.0 0.5 2.0 20 
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